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Ellipti boundary problems of the form (0.1) appear, e.g. under studying theequilibria or the travelling waves for the orresponding evolution equations of math-ematial physis. For instane, let us onsider the following reation-di�usion sys-tem in the unbounded ylindrial domain 
:(0.2) ��v = a�(t;x)v � "�1�tv � f(v)� g(t); (t; x) 2 
; u���
 = 0with the strong drift along the axis of the ylinder (whih is desribed by thetransport term "�1�tv, here the variable t 2 R remains to be spatial and thevariable � plays the role of physial time). Then, (0.1) is the equation on equilibriafor problem (0.2).Another natural example is the following reation-di�usion system in the ylin-der 
:(0.3) ��v = a�(t;x)v � f(v)� g(t� "�1�); v���
 = 0;where  is a diagonal matrix. Thus, the external fores g(�; t; x) := g(t� "�1�; x)in (0.2) have the form of a fast travelling (along the axis of the ylinder) wave(with the wave speed "�1 � 1). Then, the problem of �nding the travelling wavesolution v(�; t; x) := u(t � "�1�; x) of equation (0.3) whih is modulated by thetravelling wave external foring, obviously, redues to the study of problem (0.1).It is onvenient to sale from the very beginning the variable t as follows: t0 :="�1t. Then, problem (0.1) reads(0.4) a("2�2t u+�xu)� �tu� f(u) = g"(t); u���! = 0; g"(t) := g("�1t);where we denote the new variable t0 by t again for simpliity.We are interested in the global struture of the set of bounded (with respet tot ! �1) solutions of problem (0.4). To this end, we use the so-alled dynamialapproah for the study of ellipti boundary value problems in ylindrial domainswhih has been initiated in [6℄ and [18℄, see also [2-3℄, [7℄, [11℄, [13℄, [22-26℄, [29-31℄and the referenes therein for its further development. Following this approah, weintrodue, for every � 2 R, the auxiliary ellipti boundary value problem:(0.5) � a("2�tu+�xu)� �tu = g"(t); (t; x) 2 
�+;u���! = 0; u��t=� = u� ;in the half-ylinder 
�+ := (�;+1)�! equipped by the additional boundary ondi-tion ujt=� = u� at the origin of the half-ylinder 
�+ and the funtion u� is assumedto belong to the appropriate funtional spae V p" (!) whih will be spei�ed in Se-tion 1. If problem (0.5) possesses a unique (bounded as t ! +1) solution (inertain funtional lass), for every u� 2 V p" (!), then (0.5) de�nes a dynamialproess fU"g"(t; �); t; � 2 R; t � �g via(0.6) U"g"(t; �)u� := u(t); where u(t) solves (0.5); U"g"(t; �) : V p" (!)! V p" (!):Moreover, if this dynamial proess possesses a global (uniform) attrator A", thenthis attrator is generated by all bounded (with respet to t! �1) solutions of theinitial problem (0.4) (and all its shifts along the t axis, together with their losure2



in the orresponding topology, see Setion 3 for the details). Thus, studying of thebounded solutions of (0.4) is, in a sense, equivalent to the study of the attratorA" of auxiliary dynamial proess (0.6).In the present paper, we give a detailed study of auxiliary problems (0.5) in ase" is small enough and investigate their behavior as "! 0. The paper is organizedas follows. The existene of a bounded solution u(t) of problem (0.5) and severalestimates are derived in Setion 1. The uniqueness of this solution is veri�ed inSetion 2 under the assumption that " is small enough. Moreover, we show therethat the dynamial proess (0.6) assoiated with problem (0.5) is uniformly (withrespet to ") Frehet di�erentiable with respet to the 'initial data' u� 2 V p" (!).The existene of the uniform attrator A" for the proess (0.6) is established inSetion 3. Moreover, we prove there that, for rather wide lass of the externalfores g, the attrators A" onverge as "! 0 (in the sense of upper semiontinuity)to the attrator A0 of the limit paraboli problem(0.7) �tu� a�xu+ f(u) = g0(t); u���! = 0; u��t=� = u� ;where the limit external fores g0(t) average the external fores g"(t) := g("�1t) ofproblems (0.5). In partiular, the lass of admissible external fores g ontains theautonomous external fores: g(t) � g0, heterolini pro�les:(0.8) g(t)! g� as t! �1 and g� are independent of t;solitary waves (g+ = g� in (0.8)), periodi, quasiperiodi and almost-periodi withrespet to t external fores g and even some lasses of non almost-periodi osilla-tions, see Examples 3.1{3.3.Furthermore, in Setion 4, we prove that dynamial proesses (0.6) tend as "! 0to the proess U0g0(t; �) assoiated with limit paraboli problem (0.7) and obtainthe quantitative bounds for that onvergene in terms of the parameter ".In Setion 5 , we restrit ourselves to onsider only the ase of almost-periodiexternal fores g(t) in the right-hand side of equation (0.5). In this ase, limitparaboli equation (0.7) is autonomous(0.9) g0(t) := �g;where �g is the mean of almost-periodi funtion �g. We also assume that the globalattrator A0 of the limit paraboli equation is regular (it will be so if this equationpossesses a global Liapunov funtion and all of the equilibria are hyperboli, seeSetion 5 for the details). Then, using the theory of nonautonomous perturbationsof regular attrators developed in [12℄ and [14-15℄, we establish the existene ofthe nonautonomous regular attrator for problems (0.6) if " is small enough. Inthis ase, the attrators A" are ourred to be not only upper semiontinuous, butalso lower semiontinuous as " ! 0 and we give the quantitative bounds for thesymmetri distane between them in terms of the perturbation parameter ". In par-tiular, we prove there that equation (0.4) possesses the �nite number of di�erentalmost-periodi (with respet to t) solutions and that every other bounded solu-tion of that equation is a heterolini orbit between two di�erent almost-periodisolutions. We also reall that the regular attrator for system (0.5) with " = 1, � 1 and autonomous external fores g" has been onsidered in our previous pa-per [30℄. Moreover, the estimates for the nonsymmetri Hausdor� distane betweenthe attrators A" and A0 in terms of the parameter " have been obtained in [31℄.3



Finally, several uniform (with respet to ") estimates for the linear and nonlinearequation of the form (0.4) whih are systematially used throughout of the paperare obtained in Appendixes A and B.Aknowledgements. This researh was partially supported by INTAS projetno. 00-899, CRDF grant of RM1-2343 and RFFI grant no. 02-01-00277.x1 Uniform (with respet to " ! 0) a priori estimates.In this setion, we onsider the following nonlinear ellipti boundary value prob-lem in a half ylinder 
�+ := [�;+1)� !, � 2 R:(1.1) � a("2�2t u+�xu)� �tu� f(u) = g(t); (t; x) 2 
�+;u���! = 0; u��t=� = u� ;where ! �� Rn is a bounded domain of Rn with a suÆiently smooth boundary,u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor-valued funtion, �x is the Laplaian withrespet to x, a and  are given onstant k � k-matries satisfying a + a� > 0and  = � > 0, f(u) is a given nonlinear funtion whih satis�es the followingassumptions:(1.2) 8><>: 1: f 2 C2(Rk ;Rk );2: f(v):v � �C; f 0(v) � �K; 8v 2 Rk ;3: jf(v)j � C(1 + jvjq); 8v 2 Rk ; q < qmax := n+2n�2 ;(here and below v:w stands for the inner produt of the vetors v 2 Rk and w 2 Rkand the exponent q may me arbitrarily large if n � 2). In order to formulate ourassumptions on the solution u(t), the external fores g(t) and the initial data u0,we need to de�ne the appropriate funtional spaes.De�nition 1.1. For every l 2 R+ and s 2 [1;1), we de�ne the following spaes:(1.3) W l;sb (
�+) := fu 2 D0(
�+); kukW l;sb := supT�� kukW l;s(
T ) <1g;where 
T := (T; T+1)�! andW l;s denotes the ordinary Sobolev spae of funtionswhose derivatives up to order l belong to Ls, see [28℄. In partiular, we write in thesequel Lsb(
�+) instead of W 0;sb (
�+).Moroeover, we also introdue the following spaes assoiated with the linear partof equation (1.1):(1.4) W 2;s" (
T ) := fu 2 D0(
T ); kukW 2;s" :== "2k�2t ukLs(
T ) + k�tukLs(
T ) + kukLs([T;T+1℄;W 2;s(!)) <1; u���! = 0gand, analogously to (1.3)W 2;s";b (
�+) := fu 2 D0(
�+); kukW 2;s";b := supT�� kukW 2;s" (
T ) <1; u���! = 0g:We also introdue the uniform with respet to " trae spae (at t = �) of funtionsbelonging to the spae (1.4):(1.5) V s" (!) := fu 2 D0(!);kukV s" := kukW 2(1�1=s);s(!) + "1=skukW 2�1=s;s(!) <1; u���! = 0g;4



see Appendix B below. We note that, for " > 0, the spae W 2;s";b (
�+) is equivalentto W 2;sb (
�+) and, for " = 0 this spae oinides with the anisotropi Sobolev spaeW (1;2);sb (
�+) whih orresponds to a seond order paraboli operator, see e.g. [5℄.We assume from now on that the external fores g in the right-hand side of (1.1)belong to the spae Lpb(
�+), for some p > pmin := maxf2; (n+ 2)=2g. Moreover,we restrit ourselves to onsider only suh solutions u(t) of problem (1.1) whihbelong to the spae W 2;p";b (
�+) and assume, onsequently, that the initial data u0belongs to V p" (!). The main result of this setion is the following theorem.Theorem 1.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every " 2 [0; 1℄ andu� 2 V p" (!), problem (1.1) has at least one solution u 2 W 2;p";b (
�+) and the followingestimate hold, for every suh solution:(1.6) kukW 2;p" (
T ) � Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��) +Q(kgkLpb(
�+));where the onstant � > 0 and the monotoni funtion Q : R+ ! R+ are independentof " 2 [0; 1℄, u0 2 V p" (!), � 2 R, T � � and g 2 Lpb(
�+).Proof. We �rst prove the analogue of estimate (1.6) for p = 2.Lemma 1.1. Let u(t) be a solution of (1.1). Then, the following estimate holds:(1.7) kuk2W 2;2" (
T ) + "2k�tu(�)k2L2(!) � Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��) +Q(kgkL2b(
�+));where the onstant � > 0 and the monotoni funtion Q are independent of � 2 R,T � � , " 2 [0; 1℄, u0 and g.The proof of Lemma 1.1 is more or less known (see e.g. [26℄, [30-31℄). Neverthe-less, for the onveniene of the reader, we give it in Appendix A.We are now ready to prove estimate (1.6), for p > 2. In order to do so, we reallthat the nonlinearity f(u) satis�es growth restrition (1.2)(3) where the exponentq is stritly less than qmax and qmax is hosen suh that W 2;20 (
T ) � L2qmax(
)(see [5℄ and [20℄). Consequently, (1.7) implies that(1.8) kf(u)kL2+Æ0(
T ) � Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��) +Q(kgkL2b(
�+));where Æ0 := 2(qmax�q)q > 0 and the onstant � > 0 and the funtion Q are indepen-dent of ", � and T . We now rewrite equation (1.1) in the following way:(1.9) a("2�2t u+�xu)� �tu = Hu(t) := g(t) + f(u(t)); u���! = 0; u��t=� = u�and apply the ellipti Lp-regularity estimate (see Corollary B.1 in Appendix B) tothis linear equation. Then, aording to estimates (B.24) and (1.8), we have(1.10) ku(T )k2+Æ0W 2;2+Æ0" (
T ) � Cku�k2+Æ0V p" (!)e��(T��)++C Z 1� e��(T�s)kHu(s)k2+Æ0L2+Æ0 ds � Q1(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��)+Q1(kgkL2+Æ0b (
�+));where the onstant C and the funtion Q1 are indepndent of ", � and T . We nowreall that W 2;s" (
T ) �W (1;2);s0 (
T ) � (W (1;2);s(
T ) \ fu���! = 0g)5



and, due to the embedding theorem for anisotropi Sobolev spaes(1.11) W (1;2);s(
T ) � Lr(s)(
T ); where 1r(s) = 1s � 2n+ 2 ;see [28℄. Consequently, aording to (1.2)(3), (1.10) and (1.11)(1.12) kf(u)kL2+Æ1(
T ) � Q2(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��) +Q2(kgkL2+Æ0b (
�+));where � > 0 and Q2 are independent of ", � and T and(1.13) 2 + Æ1 := r(2 + Æ0)q > r(2 + Æ0)qmax = (2 + Æ0) n� 2n� 2� 2Æ0 > 2 + Æ0:Iterating the above proedure, we �nally derive estimates (1.10) and (1.12) withthe exponent 2 + Æl � p. Indeed, formulae (1.11) and (1.13) guarantee that thenumber l of the iterations will be �nite. Thus, estimate (1.6) is proven.In order to �nish the proof of Theorem 1.1, there remains to note that theexistene of a solution u 2W 2;p";b (
�+) of problem (1.1) an be proved in a standardway based on a priori estimate (1.6) (see e.g. [29-30℄ for the details). Theorem 1.1is proven.Remark 1.1. If we need not estimate (1.6) to be uniform with respet to "! 0, itis possible to relax the growth restrition (1.2)(3) till q < q0max := n+1n�3 . Indeed, inthis ase, it is suÆient to use the embedding W 2;2(
0) � L2q0max(
0) in the proofof Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.1.Corollary 1.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let u 2W 2;p";b (
�+) bea solution of (1.1). Then, the following estimate holds:(1.14) ku(t)kV p" (!) � Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(t��) +Q(kgkLpb(
�+));where the onstant � > 0 and the funtion Q are indepndent of ", � , t � � and u.Indeed, (1.14) is an immediate orollary of (1.6) and the fat that V p" (!) is theuniform (with respet to ") trae spae of funtions belonging to W 2;p";b (
�+), seeApendix B.Corollary 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let, in addition,the external fores g belong to Lp1b (
�+), for some p1 > p. Then, every solutionu 2W 2;p";b (
�+) of problem (1.1) satis�es the following estimate:(1.15) kukW 2;p1" (
T ) � Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��) +Q(kgkLp1b (
�+)); T � � + 1;where the onstant � > 0 and the funtion Q are independent of ", � , T and u.Indeed, sine W (1;2);p(
T ) � C(
T ) (due to our hoie of the exponent p) then,estimate (1.6) implies that(1.16) kf(u)kL1(
T ) � Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��) +Q(kgkLp(
�+));where the onstant � > 0 and the funtion q are independent of ", � , T and u.Rewriting now equation (1.1) in the form of (1.9) and applying the uniform (withrespet to ") interior Lp1-regularity estimate to this equation (see Corollary B.2and estimate (B.25)), we derive estimate (1.15).6



x2 Uniqueness of the solutions.In this setion, we prove that the solution u(t) of problem (1.1) onsidered inTheorem 1.1 is unique if " > 0 is small enough. Moreover, we also verify thedi�erentiability of that solution with respet to the initial data u� 2 V p" (!) in theorresponding funtional spaes. We start with the following theorem.Theorem 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let, in addition, " �"0 := "0(a; f; ) is small enough. Then, for every two solutions u1(t) and u2(t) ofproblem (1.1), the following estimate holds:(2.1) ku1 � u2kW 2;p" (
T ) � Ce�0(T��)ku1(�)� u2(�)kV p" (!);where the onstant �0 is independent of " � "0, � 2 R, T � � , u1 and u2 andthe onstant C depends on kui(�)kV p" (!), but is independent of ", � and T . Inpartiular, the solution of (1.1) is unique if " � "0.Proof. We set v(t) := u1(t) � u2(t). Then, this funtion satis�es the followingequation:(2.2) a("2�2t v +�xv)� �tv � l(t)v = 0; v���! = 0; v��t=� = u1(�)� u2(�);where l(t) = l(t; x) := R 10 f 0(su1(t) + (1� s)u2(t)) dt. Moreover, due to assumption(1.2)(3), estimate (1.6) and the embedding W (1;2);p(
T ) � C(
T ), we have(2.3) l(t; x) � �K; kl(t; x)kL1(
�+) �M;where the onstant K is de�ned in (1.2)(3) and the onstant M depends on thenorms kui(�)kV p" (!), i = 1; 2, and kgkLpb(
�+), but is independent of " and � . It ishowever onvenient to onsider more general (than (2.2)) problem(2.4) a("2�2tw +�xw)� �tw � l(t)w = h(t); w���! = 0; w��t=� = w� ;where the given matrix-valued funtion l(t) satis�es (2.3) and h(t) = h(t; x) aregiven external fores.Lemma 2.1. Let �0 be a nonnegative number whih satis�es the following ondi-tion:(2.5) �0 � "2�20(a+ � 2a�(a+)�1a�)�K � 0;where a+ := 1=2(a+ a�) and a� = 1=2(a� a�). Then, for every w� � V p" (!) andevery external fores h satisfying(2.6) e��0th(t) 2 Lpb(
�+);problem (2.4) has a unique solution w(t) belonging to the lass(2.7) e��0tw(t) 2W 2;p";b (
�+)7



and the following estimate holds:(2.8) kwkpW 2;p" (
T ) � Ckw�kpV p" (!)ep(�0��)(T��)++ C Z 1� e�p�jT�tj+p�0(T�t)kh(t)kpLp(!) dt;where the positive onstants � and C depend on M and �0, but are independent of", � and T � � .Proof. We �rst note that, due to the fat that V p" (!) is the uniform (with respet to") trae spae for funtions belonging to W 2;p" (
� ), it is suÆient to verify Lemma2.1 for the ase w� = 0 only. In order to do so, we set �(t) := e��0tw(t). Then, thisfuntion belongs to W 2;p";b (
�+) (due to assumption (2.7)) and satis�es the followingequation:(2.9) a("2�t� +�x�)� ( � 2"2�0a)�t��� (�0 � "2�20a+ l(t))� = ~h(t) := e��0th(t); ����! = ���t=� = 0:Multiplying now this equation by �T (t)�(t) (where the weight funtion �T (t) :=e��jT�tj) and integrating over 
�+, we obtain after the standard transformations(integrating by parts and using that  = �, l(t) � �K and j�t�T (t)j � ��T (t))that(2.10) "2 ha+�t�:�t�; �T i� + ha+rx�:rx�; �T i� + 
(�0 � "2�20a+ �K)v:v; �T ��� jD~h; �T �E� j+ C"2� 
j�t�j2 + j�j2; �T �� + 2"2�0j ha��t�:�; �T i� j;where the onstant C depends only on a and  and hu; vi� := R
�+ u(t; x):v(t; x) dx dtstands for the inner produt in L2(
�+). Estimating the last term in the right-handside of (2.10) as follows:2"2�0ja��t�:�j � 1=2"2�20a+�t�:�t� � 2a�(a+)�1a��:�;�xing the parameter � > 0 to be small enough and using the Friedrihs andShwartz inequalities, we have"2 ha+�t�:�t�; �T i� + ha+rx�:rx�; �T i� ++ 4 
(�0 � "2�20(a+ � 2a�(a+)�1a�)�K)v:v; �T�� � C1 Dj~hj2; �TE� :Using assumption (2.5), positivity of a+ and the obivious inequality �T (t) � e��for t 2 [T; T + 1℄, we have"2k�t�k2L2(
T ) + krxwk2L2(
T ) � C2 Dj~hj2; �TE�Returning to the variable w(t) = e�0t�(t), we derive(2.11) "2k�twk2L2(
T ) + krxwk2L2(
T ) � C3 Z 1� e��jT�tj+2�0(T�t)kh(t)k2L2(!) dt;8



Estimate (2.8) (with w� = 0) an be now derived from (2.11) iterating the maximalellipti regularity estimate (B.24) exatly as in the end of the proof of Theorem1.1. The existene of the solution an be then veri�ed in a standard way based ona priori estimate (2.8), see e.g. [29-30℄. Lemma 2.1 is proved.We are now ready to �nish the proof of Theorem 2.1. To this end, we notethat the left-hand side of (2.5) tends to �0 � K as " ! 0 and, onsequently,for every suÆiently large �0 > 0, we may �x (due to positivity of the matrix )"0 = "0(�0; K; a; ) suh that (2.5) is satis�ed, for every " � "0. Applying thenestimate (2.8) (with h � 0) to equation (2.2), we �nish the proof of Theorem 2.1.Let us assume from now on that(2.13) g 2 Lpb(
); where 
 := R � !:Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, problem (1.1) de�nes a two-paramet-rial family of solving operators fU"g (t; �); � 2 R; t � �g via(2.14) U"g (t; �) : V p" (!)! V p" (!); u(t) := U"g (t; �)u� ;where u(t) solves (1.1) and u(�) = u� whih, obviously, generates a dynamialproess on V p" (!), i.e.(2.15) U"g (t; �1) Æ U"g (�1; �) = U"g (t; �); t � �1 � � 2 R:Moreover, Theorem 2.1 shows that these operators are uniformly (with respet to ")Lipshitz ontinuous in V p" (!). Our next task is to prove their Frehet di�erentia-bility with respet to the initial data u� 2 V p" (!). To this end, we onsider thefollowing formal equation of variations assoiated with a solution u(t) := U"g (t; �)u� :(2.16) a("2�2t v +�xv)� �tv � f 0(u(t))v = 0; v���! = 0; v��t=� = v� :Then, due to Lemma 2.1, we have(2.17) kv(t)kV p" (!) � Ckv�kV p" (!)e(�0��)(t��);where the solution v(t) satis�es (2.7) and the onstants � > 0 and C are independentof ", � and T . The following theorem shows that (2.16) de�nes indeed the Frehetderivative of the proess U"g (t; �) at u� .Theorem 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Let also u(t) and u1(t)be two solutions of (1.1) and v(t) be a solution of (2.16) with v� := u(�) � u1(�)(assoiated with u(t)). Then, there exists "00 = "00(f; a; ) > 0 suh that "00 � "0 andfor every " � "00 the following estimate is valid:(2.18) ku(t)� u1(t)� v(t)kW 2;p" (
T ) � Ce(2�0��)(T��)ku(�)� u1(�)k2V p" (!);where the onstants C and � > 0 depend on ku(�)kV p" (!) and ku1(�)kV p" (!), but areindependent of ", � and T .Proof. We set w(t) := u(t)�u1(t)�v(t). Then, this funtion satis�es the followingequation:(2.19) a("2�2tw +�xw)� �tw � f 0(u(t))w = hu;u1(t); w���! = 0; w��t=� = 0;9



where hu;u1(t) := R 10 [f 0(u(t))�f 0(u(t)+s(u1(t)�u(t)))℄ ds(u(t)�u1(t)). Moreover,sine V p0 (!) � C(!) and f 2 C2, then estimates (1.6) and (2.1) implies that(2.20) khu;u1(t)kL1(!) � Cku(t)� u1(t)k2L1(!) �� C1ku(�)� u1(�)k2V p" (!)e2(�0��)(t��);where the onstants Ci depend on ku(�)kV p" (!) and ku1(�)kV p" (!), but are indepen-dent of ", � and t � � . Fixing now "00 > 0 small enough that assumption (2.5)holds with �0 replaed by 2�0 and applying Lemma 2.1 (with 2�0 instead of �0)to equation (2.19), we derive estimate (2.18) and �nish the proof of Theorem 2.2.Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold and let u(t), u1(t) andv(t) be the same as in Theorem 2.2. Then, for every q � p, q < 1 and everyT � � + 1, the following estimate holds:(2.21) ku(t)� u1(t)� v(t)kW 2;q" (
T ) � Cqe(2�0��)(T��)ku(�)� u1(�)k2V p" (!);where the onstants Cq and � > 0 depend on ku(�)kV p" (!), ku1(�)kV p" (!) and q, butare independent of ", � and T .Indeed, rewriting equation (2.19) in the form(2.22) a("2�2tw +�xw)� �tw = f 0(u(t))w(t) + hu;u1(t); w���! = w��t=� = 0;applying the maximal regularity estimate (B.24) (where the exponent p is replaedby q) and using estimates (2.18) and (2.20) for estimating the Lq-norm of theright-hand side of (2.22), we derive estimate (2.21).Corollary 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then, the operatorsU"g (t; �) are Frehet di�erentiable with respet to the initial data, their Frehet de-rivative is de�ned by DuU"g (t; �)(u�)� := v(t), where v(t) is the solution of (2.16)with v� = �, and the following estimates hold:(2.23) kU"g (t; �)u1� � U"g (t; �)u2� �DuU"g (t; �)(u1� )(u1� � u2� )kV p" (!) �� Ce2�0(t��)ku1� � u2�k2V p" (!)for every u1� ; u2� 2 V p" (!) and, onsequently(2.24) kDuU"g (t; �)(u1�)�DuU"g (t; �)(u2�)kL(V p" (!);V p" (!)) �� Ce2�0(t��)ku1� � u2�kV p" (!);where the onstant C depends on ku1�kV p" (!), ku2�kV p" (!) and kgkLpb , but is indepen-dent of ", � and t.Indeed, estimate (2.23) is an immediate orollary of (2.18) and estimate (2.24)is a standard orollary of (2.23).Arguing analogously, but using estimate (2.21) instead of (2.18), we derive thefollowing result. 10



Corollary 2.3. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.2 the following estimateshold, for every q � p and t � � + 1:(2.25) kU"g (t; �)u1� � U"g (t; �)u2� �DuU"g (t; �)(u1� )(u1� � u2� )kV q" (!) �� Cqe2�0(t��)ku1� � u2�k2V p" (!)for every u1� ; u2� 2 V p" (!) and, onsequently(2.26) kDuU"g (t; �)(u1�)�DuU"g (t; �)(u2�)kL(V p" (!);V q" (!)) �� Cqe2�0(t��)ku1� � u2�kV p" (!);where the onstant Cq depends on q, ku1�kV p" (!), ku2�kV p" (!) and kgkLpb , but is inde-pendent of ", � and t.We now reall that, for " > 0, operators U"g (t; �) are de�ned on the spae V p" (!) �W 2�1=p;p(!) and, for " = 0, the limit proess U0g (t; �) is de�ned on the di�erentspae V p0 (!) � W 2(1�1=p);p(!) 6= V p" (!) whih is not onvenient for the study of thelimit "! 0. In order to overome this diÆulty, we onsider the following disreteanalogue of proess (2.14):(2.27) U"g (l;m) : V p" (!)! V p" (!); l;m 2 Z; l � m:Moreover, we assume, in addition, that the exponent p satis�es p � 2pmin and usethe following obvious embeddings:(2.28) V p" (!) � V p0 (!) � V p=2" (!);whih are, in fat, uniform with respet to ", see De�nition 1.1. Then, we havep=2 > pmin and, onsequently, all previous results remain true if we replae p byp=2. In partiular, Theorems 1.1-1.2 and embeddings (2.28) imply that(2.29) kU"g (l;m)umkV p0 (!) � kU"g (l;m)umkV p" (!) � Q(kumkV p=2" (!))e��(l�m)++Q(kgkLpb(
)) � Q(2kumkV p0 (!))e��(l�m) +Q(kgkLpb(
));for every um 2 V p0 (!), and the onstant � > 0 and the monotoni funtion Q areindependent of 0 � " � "00, l;m 2 Z and l � m. Moreover, using Corollaries 2.2-2.3and arguing analogously, we derive the following result.Corollary 2.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold and let, in addition,p > 2pmin. Then the following estimates hold:(2.30) kU"g (l;m)u1m � U"g (l;m)u2m �DuU"g (l;m)(u1m)(u1m � u2m)kV p0 (!) �� Ce�2�0(l�m)ku1m � u2mk2V p0 (!);for every u1m; u2m 2 V p0 (!) and l;m 2 Z, l � m, onsequently(2.31) kDuU"g (l;m)(u1m)�DuU"g (l;m)(u1m)kL(V p0 (!);V p0 (!)) �� Cqe2�0(l�m)ku1m � u2mkV p0 (!);where the onstant C depends on ku1mkV p0 (!), ku2mkV p0 (!) and kgkLpb , but is inde-pendent of ", l and m.Thus, in ontrast to the ontinuous dynamis fU"g (t; �); � 2 R; t � �g, disreteasades (2.27) are well de�ned on the spae V p0 (!) whih is independent of ".To onlude, we formulate the result on injetivity of operators U"g (t; �).11



Theorem 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and letU"g (t; �)u1� = U"g (t; �)u2� ;for some � 2 R, t � � and u1� ; u2� 2 V p" (!). Then, neessarily, u1� = u2� .The proof of this Theorem is based on the logarithmi onvexity results (see [1℄)for solutions of (1.1) and an be found, e.g. in [30℄.x3 Attrators and their onvergene as " ! 0.In this setion, we onstrut the global attrators A" for problems (1.1) andinvestigate their behavior as " ! 0. Sine the external fores g(t) in (1.1) (whihare assumed from now on to be de�ned on the whole ylinder 
 and to belong to thespae Lpb(
)) depend expliitly on t, then we use below the skew-produt tehniquein order to redue the nonautonomous dynamial proess (2.14) assoiated withproblem (1.1) to the autonomous semigroup on the extended phase spae. Followingthe general proedure desribed in [9℄ (see also [16℄), we de�ne a hull H(g) of theexternal fores g as follows:(3.1) H(g) := �Thg; h 2 R�Lplo;w(
); (Thg)(t) := g(t+ h):Here [�℄Lplo;w(
) stands for the losure in the spae Lplo;w(
) whih is the spaeLplo(
) endowed by the weak topology. We reall that a sequene gk ! g inLplo;w(
) as k ! 1 if and only if gk��
T ! g��
T weakly in Lp(
T ), for everyT 2 R. It is also well-known, that every bounded subset of Lplo;w(
) is preompatand metrizable and, onsequently (due to the assumption g 2 Lpb(
)), hull (3.1) isa ompat metrizable subset of Lplo;w(
). Thus, a funtion �(t) belongs to H(g) ifand only if there exists a sequene fhng1n=1 2 R suh that(3.2) � = limn!1Thng in the spae Lplo;w(
).Moreover, it is also obvious that the group fTh; h 2 Rg of temporal translationsats on H(g), i.e.(3.3) Th : H(g)!H(g); ThH(g) = H(g); h 2 R:In order to onstrut the attrator of (1.1), we onsider the following family ofequations of type (1.1) whih orrespond to all external fores � 2 H(g):(3.4) a("2�2t u+�xu)� �tu� f(u) = �(t); u��t=� = u� ; u���! = 0; � 2 H(g)and generates the family fU"� (t; �); � 2 H(g)g of dynamial proesses in V p" (!)(under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1). This family of proesses generates asemigroup fS"t; t � 0g on the extended phase spae �" := V p";w(!)�H(g) (as usualV p";w(!) denotes the spae V p" (!) endowed by the weak topology) by the followingexpression:(3.5) S"t(u0; �) := (U"� (t; 0)u0; Tt�); S"t : �" ! �"; t � 0; (u0; �) 2 �"12



(see [9℄ for the details). Thus, we desribe the 'longtime' behavior of solutions of(3.4) in terms of the global attrator of semigroup (3.5) in the extended phase spae�". For the onveniene of the reader, we reall below the de�nition of the attratoradapted to our ase, see e.g. [4℄, [9℄ and [27℄ for the detailed exposition.De�nition 3.1. A set A " � �" is a global attrator for the semigroup S"t if thefollowing onditions are satis�ed:1. The set A " is ompat in �".2. This set is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e. StA " = A " .3. For every bounded subset B � �" and every neighborhood O(A ") of the setA " in the topology of �", there exists T = T (B ;O) suh that(3.6) S"tB � O(A "); for t � T:A projetion A" := �1A " of the global attrator A " to the �rst omponent is alleda uniform attrator of family (3.4).In order to desribe the struture of the uniform attrator, we need one morede�nition.De�nition 3.2. Let K"� � Cb(R; V p" (!)) (� 2 H(g)) be a set of all solutions ofproblem(3.4) (with the right-hand side � 2 H(g)) whih are de�ned for all t 2 Rand belong to Cb(R; V p" (!)). Then, this set is alled a kernel of problem (3.4) and,for every � 2 R, the set K"�(�) := fu(�)u 2 K"�gis a setion of the kernel K"� at time t = � , see [9℄.The next theorem establishes the existene of the attrator desribed above.Theorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and let g 2 Lpb(
). Then,semigroup (3.5) possesses a global attrator A " in the phase spae �" and, onse-quently, family of problems (3.4) possesses a uniform attrator A" whih an bedesribed as follows:(3.7) A" = [�2H(g)K"�(0);Proof. Aording to the abstrat theorem on the global (and uniform) attratorsexistene (see [4℄, [9℄ and [27℄), it is suÆient to verify the following onditions:1. The semigroup S"t possesses a ompat absorbing set B in �".2. The operators S"t are ontinuous on B , for every �xed t � 0.Let us verify these onditions. It follows from estimate (1.25) that the set(3.8) B := f(u0; �) 2 �"; ku0kV p" (!) � 2Q(kgkLpb(
)); � 2 H(g)gis an absorbing set for the semigroup S"t (here we have impliitly used the obviousfat that k�kLpb(
) � kgkLpb(
), for every � 2 H(g)). Moreover, sine the spaeV p" (!) is reexive, then bounded subsets of it are preompat in a weak topology.Using the fat that H(g) is also ompat, we derive that set (3.8) is ompat in �".Thus, the �rst ondition is veri�ed.In order to verify the seond one, we �rst note that the set B is metrizable,onsequently, it is suÆient to verify only the sequential ontinuity of S"t on B .Indeed, let (un0 ; �n) 2 B be an arbitrary (weakly) onvergent sequene in B and let13



(u0; �0) 2 B be its (weak) limit. We set un(t) := U"�n(t; 0)un0 . Then, by de�nition,these funtions satisfy the equations:(3.9) a("2�2t un(t)+�xun(t))��tun(t)�f(un(t))=�n(t); un��t=0 = un0 ; un���! = 0:In order to verify the desired ontinuity, we need to prove that un(t)! u0(t) weaklyin V p" (!), for every t � 0, where u0(t) := U"� (t; 0)u0 is a solution of the limit (asn!1) equation of (3.9). We note that the sequene un0 is uniformly bounded inV p" (!) (sine it onverges weakly to u0), onsequently, due to Theorem 1.1, we have(3.10) kunkW 2;p" (
T ) � C;where C is independent of T � 0 and n 2 N . Therefore, the sequene of thesolutions un(t) is preompat in a weak topology of the spae W 2;p";lo(
0+) (sinethis spae is reexive). Let �u := �u(t) 2 W 2;p";lo(
0+) be an arbitrary limit point ofthis sequene. Then, due to estimate (3.10), the funtion �u(t) belongs toW 2;p";b (
0+).Moreover, due to ompatness of the embedding W 2;p" (
T ) � C(
T ), we have(3.11) unk ! �u; strongly in C(
T ); T 2 R+ ;for the appropriate subsequene fnkg1k=1 2 N . Passing now to the limit k ! 1in equations (3.9) and using (3.11) and that �n ! � weakly in Lplo(
), we derivethat �u is a bounded solution of the limit equation of (3.9). Sine, due to Theorem2.1, this solution is unique, then, neessarily, �u(t) � u0(t) := U"� (t; 0)u0. Moreover,sine the limit point �u is arbitrary, then we have proved that un ! u0 weakly inW 2;p" (
T ), for every T 2 R+ and, onsequently, un(t)! u0(t) weakly in V p" (!), forevery t 2 R+ . Thus, the seond ondition of the abstrat theorem on the attratorsexistene is also veri�ed and, therefore, aording to this theorem, the semigroupS"t possesses indeed the global attrator A " in �" and the family of problems (3.4)possesses the uniform attrator A" := �1A " 2 V p" (!). Desription (3.7) is also astandard orollary of that theorem, see [4℄ and [9℄. Theorem 3.1 is proved.Remark 3.1. There exists an alternative way to introdue the onept of theuniform attrator of equation (1.1) without using the skew-produt ow on theextended phase spae �". Namely, the set A" is a uniform attrator for equation(1.1) if the following onditions are satis�ed:1. The set A" is ompat in V p" (!).2. For every bounded subset B � V p" (!) and every neighborhood O(A") of A"in a weak topology of V p" (!) there exists T = T (B;O) suh that(3.12) U"g (t+ �; �)B � O(A"); for every � 2 R and t � T :3. The set A" is a minimal set whih satis�es 1) and 2).The equivalene of this de�nition to De�nition 3.1 is proved in [9℄.Remark 3.2. If the initial external fores g satisfy the additional assumption(3.13) H(g) is ompat in a strong topology of Lplo(
);then, arguing in a standard way (see, e.g. [9℄ and [29℄), we an prove that theattrator A " attrats the bounded subsets of �" not only in a weak topology, but14



also in more natural strong topology of �" and A" is ompat in a strong topologyof V p" (!). Nevertheless, we prefer to use the weak topology in De�nition 3.1, sinethe hoie of the weak topology is more onvenient for what follows.Remark 3.3. Sine the embeddings V p" (!) � V p�Æ" (!), Æ > 0 and V p" (!) � C(!)are ompat, then (3.12) implies the following onvergene:(3.14) limt!1 sup�2RdistV p�Æ" (!)\C(!) �U"g (t+ �; �)B;A"� = 0;for every bounded set B � V p" (!) and every Æ > 0. Here an below distV (X;Y )denotes the nonsymmetri Hausdor� distane between sets X and Y in the spae V :(3.15) distV (X;Y ) := supx2X infy2Y kx� ykV :We now reall that there exists an alternative way to generalize the onept of aglobal attrator to nonautonomous dynamial systems, namely, the so-alled pull-bak attrator's approah whih does not use the redution of the system under on-sideration to the autonomous one and treats the attrator for the nonautonomoussystem as a time dependent set as well.De�nition 3.3. Let U"� (t; �) (� 2 H(g) is �xed) be the dynamial proess asso-iated with equation (3.4). Then, a family of sets fA"�(�); � 2 Rg is a pullbakattrator of this proess if the following assumptions are satis�ed:1) The sets A"�(�) are ompat in V p";w(!) for every � 2 R;2) They are stritly invariant in the following sense: U"� (t; �)A"�(�) = A"�(t);3) The following pullbak attration property is satis�ed: for every �xed � 2 R,bounded set B � V p" (!) and every neighborhood O(A"�(�)) of the set A"�(�) (in theweak topology of V p" (!)) there exist T = T (�; B;O) suh that(3.16) U"� (�; � � t)B � O(A"�(�)); 8t � T;see [10℄, [19℄.Proposition 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, for every� 2 H(g) the dynamial proess U"� (t; �) assoiated with system (3.4) possessesa pullbak attrator A"�(�) and the following equality holds:(3.17) A"�(�) = K"�(�); 8� 2 Rwhere K"�(�) are the kernel setions introdued in De�nition 3.2.It is well known (see e.g., [9℄) that the existene of a uniform attrator A" impliesthe existene of pullbak attrators A"�(�) and equality (3.17). Thus, Proposition3.1 is an immediate orollary of Theorem 3.1.Remark 3.4. It is worth to note that, in ontrast to the uniform attrator's ap-proah, the set U"� (t+ �; �)B does not onvegre, in general, to A"�(t+ �) as t!1and we only have the pullbak attration property (3.16). This is, in fat, the maindisadvantadge of the pullbak attrator's approah. Nevertheless, there are impor-tant partiular ases where that forward onvergene takes plae (and even an15



be uniform with respet to � , see [10℄, [12℄). One of suh partiular ases will beonsidered in Setion 5.The rest of this setion is devoted to study the behavior of the attrators A" as" ! 0. To this end, keeping in mind equation (0.4), it is onvenient to onsiderslightly more general family of equations of the form (1.1):(3.18) a("2�2t u+�xu)� �tu� f(u) = g"(t); u���! = 0; u��t=� = u� ;where the external fores depend expliitly on ". We assume that these externalfores are uniformly bounded in Lpb(
):(3.19) kg"kLpb (
) � C;where C is independent of ", and onverge to the limit external fores g0 2 Lpb(
)in the following weak sense: there exists a monotoni funtion � : R+ ! R+ , suhthat, lim"!0+ �(") = 0 and for all � 2 R and s 2 [0; 1℄,(3.20)  Z �+s� (g"(t)� g0(t)) dtL2(!) � �("):The main result of this setion is the following theorem.Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let, in addition, theexternal fores g"(t) satisfy (3.19) and (3.20). Let also A", 0 � " � "0, be theuniform attrators of equations (3.18). Then, A" tends to A0 in the followingsense: for every neighborhood O(A0) of A0 in a weak topology of V p0 (!) thereexists "0 = "0(O) suh that(3.21) A" � O(A0); if " � "0:Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma whih lari�esthe nature of onvergene (3.20).Lemma 3.1. Let funtions g", 0 � " � 1, belong to Lpb(
) and satisfy (3.19) and(3.20). Then, the following onditions hold:1. For every "0 > 0 and every � 2 H(g"0) there exists �g 2 H(g0) suh that(3.22)  Z �+s� (�(t)� �g(t)) dtL2(!) � �("0);for every � 2 R.2. For every sequenes "n ! 0 and �n 2 H(g"n) suh that �n ! � weakly inLplo(
), the funtion � neessarily belongs to H(g0).Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let us verify the �rst assumption. To this end, we note that,aording to (3.2), we have � = limn!1 Thng"0 , for some sequene hn. Moreover,due to the weak ompatness of H(g0), we may assume without loss of generalitythat �g := limn!1 Thng0, for some �g 2 H(g0). Then Z �+s� (�(t)� �g(t)) dtL2(!) � lim infn!1  Z ��hn+s��hn (g"0(t)� g0(t)) dtL2(!) � �("0)16



and estimate (3.22) is proven. Let us now prove the seond assertion of Lemma 3.1.Indeed, let "n ! 0 and �n 2 H(g"n) be arbitrary sequenes suh that �n onvergesto some � weakly in Lplo(
). We need to hek that � 2 H(g0). To this end, dueto the �rst assertion, we �nd �gn 2 H(g0) suh that �n and �gn satisfy (3.22) (where"0 is replaed by "n). Then, without loss of generality, we may assume that �gnonverge to some �g 2 H(g0) as n ! 1. We laim that � = �g. Indeed, for everyT 2 R and every � 2 C10 (
T ), we haveZ T+1T (�(s)� �g(s); �(s)) ds == limn!1 Z T+1T f(�n(s)� �gn(s); �(s)) + (�gn(s)� �g(s); �(s))g ds == � limn!1 Z T+1T  �t�(s); Z T+sT (�n(t)� �gn(t)) dt! ds++ limn!1 Z T+1T (�gn(s)� �g(s); �(s)) ds = 0(the �rst limit in the right-hand side of this formula equals zero due to our hoieof funtions �gn (and sine �("n)! 0 as n!1) and the seond one vanishes sine�gn ! �g). Thus, � = �g 2 H(g0) and Lemma 3.1 is proven.We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2. We �rst note that, due to Theorem 1.1,Corollary 1.1 and estimate (3.19), we have(3.23) kA"kV p" (!) + sup�2H(g") kK"�kW 2;p";b (
) � C;where the onstant C is independent of ". Thus, in order to prove the theorem,it is suÆient to verify that, if u0n 2 A"n , "n ! 0 as n ! 1, be an arbitrarysequene whih onverges weakly in V p0 (!) to some u0 2 V p0 (!), then u0 2 A0, see[9℄. Taking into aount desription (3.7), estimates (3.19) and (3.23) and the weakompatness of bounded sets in reexive spaes, this assertion an be reformulatedas follows: if "n ! 0, �n 2 H(g"n) and un 2 K"n�n be arbitrary sequenes suhthat un ! u weakly in W 2;p0;lo(
) and �n ! � weakly in Lplo(
), then � 2 H(g0)and u 2 K0� . Let us verify this assertion. Indeed, the fat that � 2 H(g0) is animmediate orollary of Lemma 3.1. Thus, there only remains to pass to the weaklimit (in the sense of distributions) in the following equations:(3.24) a("2nun(t) + �xun(t))� �tun(t)� f(un(t)) = �n(t); t 2 R; un���! = 0:We reall that the embedding W 2;p0 (
T ) � C(
T ) is ompat, onsequently, theweak onvergene un ! u in W (1;2);plo (
) implies the strong onvergene un ! u inClo(
). This allows to pass to the limit in the nonlinear term f(un(t)). Passingto the limit n ! 1 in the linear terms of (3.24) (in the sense of distributions) isevident and, onsequently, we prove that the funtion u 2W 2;p0;b (
) and satis�esa�xu(t)� �tu(t)� f(u(t)) = �(t); t 2 R17



and, therefore, u 2 K0� and Theorem 3.2 is proven.Remark 3.5. Sine the embedding V p0 (!) � V p�Æ0 (!) \ C(!) is ompat, then(3.21) implies that(3.25) lim"!0 distV p�Æ0 (!)\C(!) �A";A0� = 0;for every Æ > 0.To onlude this setion, we onsider the appliations of Theorem 3.2 to equation(0.4) and, onsequently, we assume from now on that(3.26) g"(t) := g("�1t); for some g 2 Lpb(
):Example 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, (3.26) be satis�ed andthe funtion g 2 Lpb(
) have the following heterolini pro�le struture: there existg� := g�(x) 2 Lp(!) suh that(3.27) limh!�1 kThg � g�kLp(
0) = 0:Then, obviously, g" ! g0 as "! 0 in Lpb(
), where(3.28) g0(t) := � g+; for t � 0,g�; for t < 0and, onsequently, (3.19) and (3.20) are also satis�ed. Thus, due to Theorem 3.2,the uniform attrators A" of equations (3.18) (or, whih is the same, the attratorsof (0.4)) tend as "! 0 (in the sense of (3.21)) to the uniform attrator of the limitparaboli equation with the external fores (3.28). In partiular, if g+ = g� thenthe limit paraboli problem is autonomous.In order to onsider the next examples, we need the following proposition whihis adopted to the study of osillating in time external fores g" in (3.18).Proposition 3.1. Let g 2 L1(R; Lp(
)) and g" be de�ned by (3.26). We alsoassume that there exists �g = �g(x) 2 Lp(!) and a monotoni funtion ~�(T ) suhthat limT!1 ~�(T ) = 0 and(3.29) T�1 Z t+Tt (g(s)� �g) dsL2(!) � ~�(T );for all T 2 R+ and t 2 R. Then, the funtions g"(t) := g("�1t), " 6= 0 and g0(t) � �gsatisfy onditions (3.19) and (3.20).Proof. Indeed, ondition (3.19) is obviously satis�ed sine g 2 Lpb(
) and g"(t) :=g("�1t). So, we only need to verify that (3.29) implies (3.20). We �rst onsider thease where s � "1=2 in (3.20). In this ase, integral in the left-hand side of (3.20)an be estimates by Cs � C"1=2 where the onstant C is independent of � and "(sine g 2 L1(R; Lp(!))). We now onsider the ase 1 � s � "1=2. In this ase,(3.29) imply thatZ �+s� (g("�1t)� �g) dt = s (s=")�1 Z "�1(�+s)"�1� (g(v)� �g) dv � s~�(s=") � ~�("�1=2)18



and, onsequently (sine limT!1 ~�(T ) = 0), estimate (3.20) hold with �(") :=C"1=2 + ~�("�1=2). Proposition 3.2 is proven.Example 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, (3.26) be satis�ed andthe funtion g belong to Cb(R; Lp(!)) and be almost-periodi with respet to t withvalues in Lp(!) (the latter means that the hull H(g) is ompat in Cb(R; Lp(!)),aording to the Bohner-Amerio riterium, see [21℄). Then, assumption (3.29) issatis�ed, due to the Kroneker-Weyl theorem, see [21℄. Thus, the uniform attratorsA" of ellipti problems (3.18) with the rapidly osillating external fores g"(t) :=g("�1t) (g is now almost-periodi) onverge as "! 0 to the global attrator A0 ofthe limit autonomous paraboli equation with the averaged external fores g0 � �g.In onlusion, we give an example of osillating external fores g 2 Lpb(
) whihare not almost-periodi with respet to time, but satisfy the assumptions of Propo-sition 3.2, see [9℄ for further examples.Example 3.3. Let g1(t) and g2(t) be two di�erent 1-periodi funtions with respetto t whih belong to L1(R; Lp(!)) and have zero mean. We set(3.30) g(t) := � g1(t); for t 2 [4k2; (2k + 1)2) and k 2 Z,g2(t); for t 2 [(2k � 1)2; 4k2) and k 2 Z.Then, obviously, this funtion is not almost-periodi with respet to t (even in thease where g1 and g2 are smooth), but ondition (3.29) is obviously satis�ed with�g = 0, sine the periodi funtions g1 and g2 have zero mean. Thus, in this ase,the attrators A" of equations (3.18) with non almost-periodi rapidly osillatingexternal fores g"(t) := g("�1t) onverge as "! 0 to the attrator A0 of the limitparaboli equation with zero external fores.x4 Loal onvergene as " ! 0 of the individual solutions.In this setion, we obtain several auxiliary results on the onvergene of thesolution u"(t) := U"g"(t; �)u� as " ! 0 to the orresponding solution u0(t) :=U0g0(t; �)u� of the limit paraboli problem whih will be essentially used in the nextsetions. We also assume (for simpliity) that ondition (3.20) is satis�ed with theautonomous limit funtion g0 � �g 2 Lp(!). Then, equations (3.18) onverge as"! 0 to the following autonomous reation-di�usion problem:(4.1) �tu0 = a�xu0 � f(u0) + �g; u0���! = 0; u0��t=� ;whih generates a dissipative semigroup St := U0�g (t; 0) in the phase spae V p0 (!)and possesses the global attrator A0 � V p0 (!), see Theorems 1.1, 2.1 and 3.1.The following theorem gives the estimate for the L2(!)-norm of distane betweenU"g"(t; �) and St�� .Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold, p > 2pmin and g0(t) ��g 2 Lp(!). Then, for every " � "00, h" 2 H(g"), � 2 R, t � � and u� 2 V p0 (!), thefollowing estimate holds:(4.2) kU"h"(t; �)u� � St��u�kL2(!) � C("2 + �("))1=2eK0(t��);19



where the funtion �(") is de�ned in (3.20) and the onstants C and K0 depend onthe V p0 (!)-norm of u0, but are independent of ", t and � .Proof. We set u"(t) := U"h"(t; �)u� , u0(t) := St��u� and v"(t) := u"(t) � u0(t).Then, the last funtion satis�es(4.3) �tv" � a�xv" + l"(t)v" = a"2�2t u"(t) + (h"(t)� �g); v"���! = 0; v"��t=� = 0;where l"(t) := R 10 f 0(su"(t) + (1� s)u0(t)) dt. Multiplying equation (4.3) by v"(t),integrating over (�; t)� 
 and using that l"(t) � �K and  = � > 0, we have(4.4) (v(t); v(t))� 2Kkv(t)k2L2 � 2"2�� Z t� (a�tu"(s); �tu"(s)� �tu0(s)) dsj++ 2"2j(a�tu"(t); v(t))j+ 2j Z t� (h"(s)� �g; v(s)) dsj:We now note that, due to the assumption p > 2pmin, we may apply estimate (1.7)with the exponent p=2 > 2 instead of p to equations (3.18). Then, using estimate(3.19) and embedding (2.28), we have(4.5) Z T+1T �k�tu"(t)k2L2(!) + k�tu0(t)k2L2� dt++ "2k�tu"(T )k2L2 + "2k�tu0(T )k2L2 + ku"(T )k2L2 + ku0(T )k2L2 � C 0;where the onstant C 0 depends on ku0kV p0 , but is independent of ", h", � and T .Thus, there only remains to estimate the last term in (4.4). To this end, we reallthat the limit funtion g0(t) � �g in (3.20) is now independent of t. Consequently,due to (3.22) and (4.5), we have(4.6) Z t� (h"(s)� �g; v(s)) ds = �v(t); Z t� (h"(s)� �g) ds��� Z t� ��tv(s); Z s� (h"(�)� �g) d�� ds �� (t+ 1� �)�(")(kv(t)kL2 + Z t� k�tv(s)kL2 ds) � C 00(t+ 1� �)2�("):Inserting estimates (4.6) and (4.5), to inequality (4.4), we infer(4.7) (v(t); v(t))�Kkv(t)k2L2 � C1("2 + (t� � + 1)2�("));Using now that  > 0 and applying the Gronwall' inequality to (4.7), we �nallydedue that(4.8) kv(t)k2L2(!) � C2eK0(t��)("2 + �(")):for some positive onstants C2 and K0. Theorem 4.1 is proven.The following orollary reformulates estimate (4.2) in terms of disrete asades(2.27) ating on the phase spae V p0 (!). 20



Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold and let, in addition, theexternal fores g" be uniformly bounded in Lp+Æb (
), for some Æ > 0, i.e.(4.9) kg"kLp+Æb (
) � C;where C is independent of ". Then, the following estimate is valid:(4.10) kU"h"(l;m)um � Sl�mumkV p0 (!) � CeK0(l�m)("2 + �("))�;where the positive onstant � depends only on p and n and the onstants K 0 and Cdepend on ku0kV p0 , but are independent of ", h" and l;m 2 Z (with l � m).Proof. Sine the funtions g" are assumed to be uniformly bounded in Lp+Æb (!),then (replaing the exponent p by p+Æ) we derive from Theorem 1.1 and Corollary1.2 (analogously to (2.29)) that(4.11) kU"h"(l;m)umkV p+Æ0 (!) + kSl�mumkV p+Æ0 (!) � C 00;where the onstant C 00 is independent of ", h", l;m and um. Estimate (4.10) is animmediate orollary of (4.2), (4.11) and the following interpolation inequality:(4.12) kwkV p0 (!) � Ckwk�ÆL2(!) � kwk1��ÆV p+Æ0 (!);for the appropriate 0 < �Æ < 1 (see, e.g. [28℄) and Corollary 4.1 is proven.Our next task is to obtain the analogue of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 forthe Frehet derivatives of the proesses U"g"(t; �).Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then, for every u� 2ku�kV p0 (!), the following estimate is valid:(4.13) kDuU"h"(t; �)(u�)�DuSt�� (u� )kL(V p0 (!);L2(!)) � CeK00(t��)("2 + �("))1=2;where the onstants K 00 and C depend on ku0kV p+Æ0 (!), but are independent of ",h" and t; � 2 R (with t � �).Proof. We set w"(t) := DuU"h"(t; �)(u�)� and w0(t) := DuSt�� (u� )�, where � 2V p0 (!) is an arbitrary vetor. Then, aording to Theorem 2.2, these funtionssatisfy the equations(4.14) ( a("2�2tw" +�xw")� �tw" � f 0(u"(t))w" = 0; w"���! = 0; w"��t=� = �;a�xw0 � �tw0 � f 0(u0(t))w0 = 0; w0���! = 0; w0��t=� = �;where u0(t) and u"(t) are the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then, aordingto Lemma 2.1 (where p is now replaed by p=2) embeddings (2.28) and the fat thatV p=20 � L1, we have, analogously to (4.5),(4.15) Z T+1T (k�tw"(t)k2L2 + k�tw0(t)k2L2) dt+ "2k�tw"(T )k2L2(!)++ kw0k2L1(
T ) + kw"k2L1(
T ) � C1e2�0(T��)k�k2V p0 (!);21



where the onstant C1 depend on ku0kV p0 (!), but is independent of ", h", � 2 V p0 (!),� 2 R and T � � .We now set �"(t) := w"(t)� w0(t). Then, this funtion satis�es�t�"� a�x�"+ f 0(u"(t))�" = a"2�2tw"(t)� [f(u"(t))� f(u0(t))℄w"(t); �"��t=� = 0:Multiplying this equation by �"(t), integrating over (T; �)� ! and using that f 0 ��K and the funtions u"(t) and u0(t) are uniformly bounded in the L1-norm, wehave (analogously to (4.4))(4.16) k�"(t)k2L2(!) �K3 Z T� k�"(t)k2L2(!) dt �� C"2 Z T� �k�tw"(t)k2L2(!) + k�tw0(t)k2L2(!)� dt+ C"4k�tw"(T )k2L2(!)++ C2 Z T� ku"(t)� u0(t)k2L2(!)kw"(t)k2L1(!) dt;where the onstants C, K3 and C2 are independent of " and T . Inserting estimates(4.2) and (4.15) to the right-hand side of (4.16), we have(4.17) k�"(T )k2L2(!) �K3 Z T� k�"(t)k2L2(!) dt �� C 02(T � � + 1)("2 + �("))e4�0(T��)k�k2V p0 (!):Applying the Gronwall inequality to this estimate, we derive estimate (4.13) and�nish the proof of Theorem 4.2.The following orollary is the analogue of Corollary 4.1 for the Frehet deriva-tives.Corollary 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold and let, in addition, theexternal fores g" be uniformly bounded in Lp+Æb (
), for some Æ > 0 (i.e., (4.9) besatis�ed) Then, the following estimate is valid:(4.18) kDuU"h"(l;m)(um)�DuSl�m(um)kL(V p0 (!);V p0 (!)) � CeK0(l�m)("2+�("))�;where the positive onstant � is the same as in Corollary 4.1 and onstants C andK 0 depend on kumkV p+Æ0 , but are independent ", h" and l;m 2 Z (with l � m).Indeed, analogously to (2.29) and (4.5), we have(4.19) kDuU"h"(l;m)(um)�DuSl�m(um)kL(V p0 (!);V p+Æ0 (!)) � C 0e�0(l�m);where l � m+ 1 and the onstant C 0 depends on kumkV p+Æ0 , but is independent of", l and m. Estimate (4.18) is an immediate orollary of (4.19), (4.13) and (4.12).We now reall that the all of the estimates obtained in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 andCorollaries 4.1 and 4.2 essentially depend on the funtion �(") introdued in (3.20).To onlude this setion, we formulate the additional assumptions on g"(t) whihguarantee that this funtion is linear with respet to ". For simpliity, we assumethat the external fores g"(t) satisfy (3.26) (i.e., g"(t) := g("�1t)) and g 2 Lp+Æb (
).22



Proposition 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold and (3.26) be satis�edfor some g 2 Lp+Æb (
), Æ > 0. Assume also that the funtion g(t)� �g has a boundedprimitive, i.e.(4.20) g(t)� �g = �tG(t);for some G 2 Cb(R; L2(!)). Then, the funtions g"(t) satisfy (3.20) with �(") := C"where C is independent of ".Proof. Indeed, thanks to (4.20) and (3.26), we have(4.21) Z t+st (g"(�)� �g) d� = "(G("�1(t+ s))�G("�1t)):Sine G 2 Cb(R; L2(!)) then (4.21) implies the estimatek Z t+st (g"(�)� �g) d�kL2(!) � C"and Proposition 4.1 is proven.x5 The nonautonomous regular attrator.In this setion, based on the theory of nonautonomous perturbations of regularattrators (see [11℄ and [13℄), we obtain the detailed desription of the struture ofattrators of equations (3.18) with "� 1 in ase where the limit paraboli equation(4.1) is autonomous and possesses a global Liapunov funtion. For simpliity, werestrit ourselves to onsider only the ase of rapidly osillating external foresg"(t) := g("�1t) where g is an almost-periodi funtion with respet to t withvalues in Lp+Æ(!):(5.1) g 2 AP (R; Lp+Æ (!)); p > 2pmin; Æ > 0;The general ase will be onsidered in the forthoming paper. In order to have theexpliit expression for the Liapunov funtion, we also assume that(5.2) a = a� and f(u) := ruF (u); for some F 2 C1(Rk ;R):Indeed, in this ase, the global Liapunov funtion for problem (4.1) an be intro-dued as follows:(5.3) L(u0) := Z! arxu0:rxu0 + 2F (u0) + 2�g:u0 dx:Let R � V p0 (!) be the set of equilibria of problem (4.1), i.e.(5.4) R := fz 2 V p0 (!); a�xz � f(z) + �g = 0g:Our �nal assumption is that all of the equilibria of R are hyperboli, i.e.(5.5) R = fzigNi=1 and �(�1a�x � �1f 0(zi)) \ iR = ?; i = 1; � � � ; N;where �(L) denotes the spetrum of the operator L (as known, see [4℄, assumption(5.5) is satis�ed for generi �g 2 Lp(!) (belonging to some open and dense subset ofLp(!))). It is also well-known that, under above assumptions, the global attratorA0 of problem (4.1) possesses the following desription.23



Theorem 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let, in addition,(5.2-5.5) be satisi�ed. Then,1. Every solution u(t), t 2 R, of (4.1) belonging to the attrator A0 stabilizes ast! �1 to di�erent equilibria z� 2 R:(5.6) limt!�1 ku(t)� z�kV p0 (!) = 0;where z+ 6= z�.2. The attrator A0 possesses the following desription:(5.7) A0 = [Ni=1M+zi ;whereM+zi is �nite-dimensional unstable manifold of the equilibrium zi 2 R. More-over, M+zi is a C1-submanifold of V p0 (!) whih is di�eomorphi to R�+i , where �+iis the unstability index of the equilibrium zi.3. The set A0 is an exponential attrator of the semigroup St assoiated withequation (4.1), i.e. there exist a positive onstant � and a monotoni funtion Qsuh that, for every bounded subset B � V p0 (!), the following estimate holds:(5.8) distV p0 (!) (StB;A") � Q(kBkV p0 (!))e��t:The proof of this theorem an be found, e.g. in [4℄.The main task of this setion is to obtain the analogue of Theorem 5.1 forequations (3.18) with small positive ". We reall that, in ontrast to the ase " = 0,for positive ", we have the nonautonomous equation (3.18) and, onsequently, thenatural analogue of Theorem 5.1 an be formulated in terms of pullbak attratorsA"h"(t) of equations (3.18) (or, whih is the same, the kernel setions K"h"(t), seeDe�nitions 3.2 and 3.3 and Proposition 3.1). To this end, we �rst need the analogueof the equilibria set (5.4) for nonautonomous system (3.18).Proposition 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and (5.1-5.5) be satis-�ed. Then there exist ~"0 > 0 and Æ0 > 0 suh that, for every " � ~"0, h 2 H(g) andzi 2 R, there exists a unique solution u"h;i(t) of the problem(5.9) a("2�2t u+�xu)� �tu� f(u) = h"(t); t 2 R; h"(t) := h("�1t);whih satis�es the ondition ku"h;i � zikCb(R;V p0 (!)) � Æ0. Moreover, this solution isalmost-periodi with respet to t:(5.10) u"h;i 2 AP (R; V p" (!)) and ku"h;i � zikCb(R;V p0 (!)) � C("2 + �("))�;where the onstants C is independent of " and h, the funtion �(") is introdued in(3.20) and � > 0 is the same as in Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2. In partiular, u"h;i ! zias "! 0.Proof. Instead of solving (5.9), we �rst solve the following disrete analogue of thisequation:(5.11) u(n+ 1) = U"h"(n+ 1; n)u(n)24



in the spae of sequenes u 2 L1(Z; V p0 (!)). We are going to solve (5.11) nearthe onstant sequene u(n) � z0 using the impliit funtion theorem. Indeed, dueCorollaries 2.4, 4.1 and 4.2, the operators U"h"(n+1; n) are lose to S1 together withtheir Frehet derivatives as "! 0 (uniformly with respet to n and h). Moreover,the linearized problem (whih orresponds to (5.11) at " = 0 and u = z0)(5.12) w(n)�DuS1(zi)w(n) = ~h(n)is uniquely solvable in L1(Z; V p0 (!)) for every ~h 2 L1(Z; V p0 (!)) (due to hyperbol-iity of the equilibrium zi, see [12℄). Thus, the impliit funtion theorem is indeedappliable to equation (5.11) and gives the existene and uniqueness of the solution�u"h;i 2 L1(Z; V p0 (!)) of (5.11), for suÆiently small " > 0, whih belongs to a smallneighborhood of the equilibrium z0. Moreover, due to (2.30) (4.10) and (4.18), theimpliit funtion theorem also gives that(5.13) k�u"h;i(n)� zikV p0 (!) � C("2 + �("))�; 8n 2 Z;where C is independent of h, i and ", �(") is de�ned in (3.20) and � > 0 is thesame as in Corollary 4.1. The desired ontinuous funtion u"h";z0(t), t 2 R, an benow de�ned as follows:(5.14) u"h;i(t) := u"Tth;i(0):Obviously, (5.14) is a solution of (5.9) whih belongs to the spae Cb(R; V p+Æ" (!))(due to Corollary 1.2) and satis�es(5.15) ku"h;ikCb(R;V p+Æ" (!)) � C;where the onstant C is independent of ", i and h. The uniqueness of this solutions(in a small neighborhood of z0) is an immediate orollary of the uniqueness of thedisrete solution �u"h;i(m). The almost-periodiity of this funtion is a standardorollary of that uniqueness, see e.g. [21℄). Proposition 5.1 is proven.Now we are ready to de�ne the analogues of the unstable sets Mzi for problem(5.9). Sine this problem is 'nonautonomous' then these manifolds also depend on t.De�nition 5.1. Let the assumptions of Proposition 5.1 hold. For every " � b"0,h 2 H(g) and t 2 R, we de�ne the set M+";h;i(�) as follows:(5.16) M+";h;i(�) := �u� 2 V p" (!); 9u 2 Cb(R; V p" (!)); whih solves (5.9)and suh that u(�) = u� and limt!�1 ku(t)� u"h;i(t)kV p" (!) = 0	;where u"h;i(t) is the solution of (5.9) onstruted in Proposition 5.1. Thus, set (5.16)onsists of the values u(�) at moment � of all solutions u 2 Cb(R; V p" (!)) of (5.9)whih tend to u"h;i(t) as t! �1.Obvously, the sets (5.16) are stritly invariant with respet to the dynamialproess U"h"(t; �) generated by equation (5.9):(5.17) M+";h;i(t) = U"h"(t; �)M+";h;i(�); t; � 2 R; t � �:We are now ready to formulate the analogue of Theorem 5.1 for the pullbak at-trators A"h"(t) assoiated with equations (5.9).25



Theorem 5.2. Let the assumptions of Proposition 5.1 hold. Then, there existsb"00 > 0, 0 < b"00 � b"0 � 1 suh that for every " � b"00 and h 2 H(g), the followingonditions are satis�ed:1. Every bounded solution u 2 Cb(R; V p" (!)) of problem (5.9) stabilizes as t !�1 to di�erent almost-periodi 'equilibria' of (5.9) onstruted in Proposition 5.1:(5.18) limt!�1 ku(t)� u"h;i�(t)kV p" (!) = 0; i� 2 f1; � � � ; Ng; i� 6= i+and, onsequently, for every t 2 R, the pullbak attrator A"h"(t) possesses thefollowing desription:(5.19) A"h"(t) � K"h"(t) = [Ni=1M+";h;i(t);(ompare with (5.7)).2. For every �xed � 2 R, the sets M+h;";i(�) are C1-submanifolds of V p" (!)and are C1-di�eomorphi to the unstable manifolds M+zi of the limit autonomousparaboli problem (4.1) (whih are independent of � and h).3. The sets A"h"(�), � 2 R, attrat exponentially the images of all bounded subsetsof V p0 ("), i.e, there exist a positive number � and a monotoni funtion Q (whihare independent of ", h, t and �) suh that(5.20) distV p" (!) �U"h"(t; �)B;A"h"(t)� � Q(kBkV p" (!))e��(t��);for every bounded subset B � V p" (!), h 2 H(g) and t; � 2 R, t � � .Sketh of proof. The result of Theorem 5.2 is a orollary of the nonautonomousperturbation theory of regular attrators developed in [12℄ and [14℄. In order toapply this theory to equation (5.9), we onsider the disrete proesses(5.21) U"h"(l;m) : V p0 (!)! V p0 (!)assoiated with this problem in phase spae V p0 (!) whih is independent of ". Then,it follows Corollaries 2.4, 4.1 and 4.2 then these proesses tend (together with theirFrehet derivative) as " ! 0 to the semigroup Sl�m assoiated with the limitparaboli equation (4.1) in the phase spae V p0 (!) and this onvergene is uniformwith respet to h 2 H(g). Moreover, estimate (2.29) guarantees the uniform (withrespet to " and h 2 H(g)) dissipativity of these proesses and Theorem 2.3 givesthe injetivity of all the operators (5.21). We also reall that the limit disretesemigroup Sn, n 2 N , possesses the regular attrator A0 (due to Theorem 5.1).Then, thanks to the theory of nonautonomous perturbations of regular attrators,see [12℄ and [14℄), the pullbak attrators A"h"(n), n 2 Z, h 2 H(g), of disreteproesses (5.21) satisfy the disrete analogue of Theorem 5.2 (in the phase spaeV p0 (!) instead of V p" (!)).The ontinuous ase an be redued to that disrete ase using the obviousrelation:(5.22) A"h"(t+ l) = A"Tth"(l); t 2 R; l 2 Zand, �nally, the phase spae V p0 (!) an be replaed by V p" (!), due to smoothingproperty (1.15) and embeddings (2.28). Thus, Theorem 5.2 is proven.The following simple orollary gives the estimate for the symmetri distanebetween the nonautonomous attrators A"h"(t) and the limit autonomous attra-tor A0. 26



Corollary 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Then, the attratorsA"h"(�) tend to A0 as "! 0 in the following sense:(5.23) sup�2R suph2H(g) distsymV p0 (!) �A"h"(�);A0� � �C�"2 + �(")��;where the onstants �C, R0 and 0 < � < 1 are independent of " and �(") is the sameas in Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 and(5.24) distsymV (X;Y ) := maxfdistV (X;Y ); distV (Y;X)gis the symmetri Hausdor� distane between sets X and Y in V .Proof. We �rst note that, thanks to (5.22), it is suÆient to verify (5.23) for � 2 Zonly. Assume now that ul 2 A"h"(l) � K"h"(l) for some l 2 Z and h 2 H(g). Then,for every n 2 N there exists ul�n 2 K"h"(l�n) suh that ul = U"h"(l; l�n)ul�n. Weset u�l := Snul�n, where St is the semigroup assoiated with the limit paraboliequation (4.1). Then, sine K"h"(t) are uniformly bounded in V p0 (!), then, due toCorollary 4.1, we have(5.25) kul � u�l kV p0 � C("2 + �("))�eKnwhere the onstants C and K are independent of ", l and h. On the other hand,sine the attrator A0 is exponential (see (5.8)), then(5.26) distV p0 �u�l ;A0� � Ce��n:Combining (5.25) and (5.26), and taking into aount that ul 2 A"h"(l) and n 2 Nare arbitrary, we have(5.27) distV p0 �A"h"(l);A0� � C infn2N �e��n + ("2 + �("))�eKn� :Fixing the parameter n = n(") in the right-hand side of (5.27) in an optimal way(i.e. as a solution of the equation e��n = ("2 + �("))�eKn), we �nally dedue thatdistV p0 �A"h"(l);A0� � C1("2 + �("))�;where the positive onstants C1 and � are independent of l, " and h. The inequalityfor distV p0 (A0;A"h"(l)) an be proven analogously (using the uniform exponentialattration property (5.20) instead of (5.8)). Thus, Corollary 5.1 is proven.Corollary 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 hold. Assume also that thealmost-periodi funtion g(t)� �g (where �g is a mean value of g(t)) has a boundedprimitive (i.e, (4.20) is satis�ed) Then, estimate (5.23) an be improved as follows:(5.28) sup�2R suph2H(g) distsymV p0 (!) �A";h(�);A0� � �C1"�1 ;where �C1 is independent of ", �1 := ��.Indeed, (5.28) is an immediate orollary of (5.24) and Proposition 4.1.We now return to the uniform attrator A" assoiated with problem (5.9).27



Corollary 5.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 hold. Then the nonautonomousregular attrator A"g"(t), t 2 R, of (5.9) and its uniform attrator A" (onstrutedin Theorem 3.1) satisfy the following relation:(5.29) A" = [h2H(g)A"h"(t) = � [t2R A"g"(t)�V p0 (!)and, onsequently(5.30) distsymV p0 (!) �A";A0� � �C�"2 + �(")℄�:In partiular, the uniform attrators A" tend to A0 (upper and lower semiontinu-ous) as "! 0.Indeed, the �rst equality in (4.20) is an immediate orollary the �rst assertion ofTheorem 5.2 and desription (3.7) of uniform attrator A". The seond inequalityin (5.29) an be easily veri�ed using the exponential attration property (5.23)and the alternative de�nition of the uniform attrator A" whih is formulated inRemark 3.1. Estimate (5.30) follows immediately from (5.24) and (5.29).Remark 5.1. The �rst assertion of Theorem 5.2 an be reformulated as follows:problem (5.9) has exatly N almost-periodi solutions u"h;i(t) whih are loal-ized near the equilibria zi 2 R, i = 1; � � � ; N , and every other bounded solutionu 2 Cb(R; V p0 (!)) is a heterlini onnetion between two di�erent almost periodisolutions of this problem.Remark 5.2. We note that ondition (5.27) is, obviously, always satisifed if theexternal fore g(t) is periodi with respet to t. Thus, in ase of periodi g, wehave estimate (5.28) for the symmetri distane between the perturbed (A"h"(t))and nonperturbed (A0) regular attrators without any additional assumptions and(as a orollary) the following estimate is satis�ed for the uniform attrators:(5.30) distsymV p0 (!) �A";A0� � �C1"�1 :Unfortunately, in more general ase of quasiperiodi or almost-periodi externalfores, ondition (5.27) is not satis�ed automatially and should be veri�ed, seee.g. [8℄, and [17℄ for various suÆient onditions.Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1.1In this Appendix, we give the proof of the L2-estimate (1.7) for equation (1.1).To this end, we �rst reall the standard regularity estimate for the following linearequation of the form (1.1) with  = 0:(A.1) a("�2t u+�xu) = h(t); (t; x) 2 
+; h 2 Lp(
+)Lemma A.1. Let u be a solution of (A.1). Then, the following estimate holds:(A.2) "2k�2t ukLp(
+)+kukLp(R+;W 2;p(!)) � C �"1=pku0kW 2�1=p;p(!) + khkLp(
+)� ;where the onstants C and C 0 are independent of ".Proof. Indeed, resaling the time t = "t0 and introduing the funtions ~u(t0) :=u(t=") and ~h(t0) := h(t="), we dedue that the funtion ~u satis�es equation (A.1)28



with " = 1 and with the right-hand side ~h. Applying the standard ellipti regularitytheorem to this equation, see e.g. [28℄, we infer(A.3) k~ukLp(R+;W 2;p(!)) + k�2t0 ~ukLp(
+) � C �k~hkLp(
+) + ku0kW 2�1=p;p(!)� :Returning to the time variable t, we derive estimate (A.2).We now proof estimate (1.7) for the nonlinear equation (1.1). To this end, weset �T (t) := e��jt�T j, where T 2 R and � > 0 is a small parameter whih will bespei�ed below, multiply equation (1.1) by �T (t)u(t) and integrate over 
�+. Then,integrating by parts and using that  = �, we have(A.4) 
"2a�tu:�tu+ arxu:rxu; �T �� + hf(u):u; �T i� = �hg:u; �T i� ++12 hu:u; �0T i��"2 ha�tu:u; �0T i�+12(u(�); u(�))�T (�)+"2(a�tu(�); u(�))�T (�);where hv; wi� := R1� R! v(t; x):w(t; x) dx dt (we also note that all of the integrals in(1.9) have a sense sinse the solution u is assumed to belong to W 2;p";b (
�+)). Esti-mating the right-hand side of (A.4) by Shwartz inequality and using the obviousinequality(A.5) j�0T (t)j � ��T (t); t 2 R;and the fats that f(v):v � �C and a + a� > 0, we derive that, for suÆientlysmall (but independent of ") � > 0, the following estimate is valid:(A.6) 
"2j�tuj2 + jrxuj2; �T �� �C �1 + kgk2L2b(
�+) + �T (�)ku�k2L2(!) + "2�T (�)ku�kL2(!)k�tu(�)kL2(!)� ;where the onstant C is independent of ", � and T . We now setL"u := "2�2t u+�xu; �L"u := "2�t(�T �tu) + �T�xu � �TL"u+ "2�0T (t)�tu;multiply equation (1.1) by �L"u and integrate over 
�+. Then, integrating by parts,using that  = � > 0, we have(A.7) haL"u:L"u; �T i� + 12"2 h�tu(�); �tu(�)i+ "2 hf 0(u)�tu; �tui� ++ hf 0(u)rxu;rxui� = �"2 haL"u; �0T �tui+ 
g; �L"u�� ++ 12"2 h�tu:�tu; �0T i� + 12(rxu(�);rxu(�))�T (�) + "2(f(u(�)); �tu(�))�T (�)Estimating now the right-hand side of (A.7) by Shwartz inequality and using (A.5)and the fats that a+ a� > 0,  > 0 and f 0(u) � �K, we infer(A.8) 
jL"uj2; �T �� + "2�T (�)k�tu(�)k2L2(!) + 
"2j�tuj2 + jrxuj2; �T �� �� C 
"2j�tuj2 + jrxuj2; �T �� ++ C �1 + kgk2L2b(
�+) + �T (�)ku�k2W 1;2(!) + "2�T (�)kf(u�)k2L2(!)� ;29



where the onstant C is independent of ", � and T . Aplying estimate (A.6) in orderto estimate the �rst term in the right-hand side of (A.8) and using the Shwartzinequality in order to estimate the last term into the right-hand side of (A.6), wehave(A.9) 
jL"uj2; �T �� + "2�T (�)k�tu(�)k2L2(!) + 
"2j�tuj2 + jrxuj2; �T �� �� C1 �1 + kgk2L2b(
�+) + �T (�)ku�k2W 1;2(!) + "2�T (�)kf(u�)k2L2(!)� ;where the onstant C1 is independent of ", � and T . We now laim that(A.10) "4k�2t uk2L2(
T ) + k�xuk2L2(
T ) �� C2 �
jL"uj2; �T �� + "2 
j�tuj2 + juj2; �T �� + "�T (�)ku�k2W 3=2;2(!)� ;where C2 is independent of ", � and T � � . Indeed, let '(t) 2 C10 (R) be a ut-o�funtion suh that '(t) = 1, for t 2 [0; 1℄, and '(t) = 0, for t =2 [�1; 2℄. For everyT � � , we set 'T (t) := '(t � T ) and uT (t) := 'T (t)u(t). Then, the last funtionsatis�es the following equation:L"uT (t) = hu(t) := 'T (t)L"u(t) + 2"2'0T (t)�tu(t) + "2'00T (t)u(t)Applying Lemma A.1 with p = 2 to this equation, and using that �T (t) � e�2� fort 2 [T � 1; T + 2℄, we have(A.11) "4k�2t uT k2L2(
�+) + k�xuT k2L2(
�+) � C �khuk2L2(
�+) + "kuT (�)k2W 3=2;2(!)�� C 0 �
jL"uj2; �T �� + "2 
j�tuj2 + juj2; �T �� + "�T (�)ku�k2W 3=2;2(!)�Using now (A.11) together with obvious estimate"4k�2t uk2L2(
T ) + k�xuk2L2(
T ) �� C("4k�2t uT k2L2(
�+) + k�xuTk2L2(
�+) + "4 
j�tuj2; �T �)we dedue estimate (A.10).Combining now estimats (A.9) and (A.10) and using thatW 2(1�1=p);p(!) � C(!)(we reall that p > (n+ 2)=2), we have(A.12) "4k�2t uk2L2(
T ) + k�xuk2L2(
T ) + "2k�tu(�)k2L2 �� C(1 + kgk2L2b(
�+)) +Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��);where the onstant C and the monotoni funtion Q are independent of ", � andT � � .Thus, there only remains to estimate the L2-norm of �tu. In order to do so, werewrite ellipti system (1.1) in the following form:(A.13) �tu = a�xu� f(u) + hu(t); u���! = 0; hu(t) := "2a�2t u(t)� g(t):Equation (A.13) has the form of a nonlinear reation-di�usion system in the boun-ded domain ! with the nonautonomous external fores hu(t) belonging to L2b(
�+)30



(due to estimate (A.12)). Moroeover, the nonlinearity f(u) satis�es the quasimono-toniity assumption f 0(v) � �K. Consequently, multiplying (A.13) by �xu(t),integrating over x and applying the Gronwall's inequality, we derive (in a standardway, see e.g. [9℄) that(A.14) ku(T )k2W 1;2(!) � Cku�k2W 1;2(!)e��(T��)+C+Z T� e��(T�t)khu(t)k2L2(!) dt;where the positive onstants � and C are independent of hu. Using estimate (A.12)for estimating the last term in the right-hand side of (A.14), we have(A.15) "4k�2t uk2L2(
T ) + kuk2L2((T;T+1);W 2;2(!)) + kuk2L1((T;T+1);W 1;2(!)) �� C(1 + kgk2L2b(
�+)) +Q(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��);where the onstant C and the monotoni funtion Q are independent of ", � and T .We now reall that, aording to the embedding theorem, see e.g. [20℄ and [28℄(A.16) kukL2qmax(
T ) � C �kukL1((T;T+1);W 1;2(!)) + kukL2((T;T+1);W 2;2(!))� ;where the exponent qmax is the same as in (1.2). Estimates (A.15) and (1.16),together with the growth restrition (1.2), imply that(A.17) kf(u)kL2(
T ) � Q1(ku�kV p" (!))e��(T��) +Q1(kgkL2b(
�+));where the onstant � > 0 and the monotoni funtion Q1 are independent of ", �and T � � . Expressing now �tu from equation (1.1) and using estimates (A.15) and(A.17), we obtain the desired estimate for �tu and �nish the proof of Lemma 1.1.Remark 1.1. We note that estimate (1.7) is valid with p = 2 (in the norm of theinitial data) although we have formally proved it only for p > pmin. Indeed, we haveused the last assumtion only in order to estimate the term "2�(�)kf(u(�)k2L2(!) in(A.8) whih, in turns, appears after applying the Shwartz inequality to the term"2�(�) (�tu(�); f(u(�)))L2(!). But the growth restrition (1.2)(3), Lemma A.1 andthe appropriate interpolation inequality allow to estimate this term in more aurateway: j"2 (�tu(�); f(u(�)))L2(!) j � �ku;
�k2W 2;2" (
� ) +Q�(ku�kV 2" (!));where the parameter � an be arbitarily small and a funtion Q� depends on �,but is independent of " (see [26℄ for the details). Inserting this estimate to theright-hand side of (A.8), we an easily derive (1.7) with p = 2.Appendix B. Uniform ellipti regularity in Lp-spaes.In this Appendix, we onsider the following singular perturbed ellipti boundaryvalue problem in a half-ylinder 
+ := R+ � !:(B.1) a("2�2t u+�xu)� �tu = h(t); u���! = 0; u��t=0 = u0;where u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is a vetor-valued funtion, a and  are given onstantmatriies suh that a + a� > 0 and  = � > 0 and the right-hand side h belongsto Lp(
+), 2 � p <1.The main result of this appendix is the following uniform (with respet to ")maximal regularity estimate for the solutions of (B.1).31



Theorem B.1. Let u 2 W 2;p" (
+) be a solution of (B.1). Then, the followingestimate holds:(B.2) kukW 2;p" (
+) � C �ku0kV p" (!) + khkLp(
+)� ;where the onstant C is independent of " 2 [0; "0℄. In partiular, V p" (!) is a uniform(with respet to ") trae spae for funtions belonging to W 2;p" (
+).Proof. The proof of estimate (B.2) is based on the lassial loalization tehniqueand on the multipliators theorems in Fourier spaes and is more or less standard(see e.g. [20℄, [28℄). That is the reason why, in order to show that onstant C isindeed independent of ", we disuss below only the prinipal points of this proofresting the details to the reader. We start with the most simple ase  = 0. Westart with the Hilbert ase p = 2.Lemma B.1. Let p = 2 and u 2W 2;2" (
+). Then, estimate (B.2) holds.Proof. Indeed, equation (B.1) is a partiular ase of equation (1.1) with f = 0, soestimate (B.2) with p = 2 an be proven exatly as Lemma 1.1 (see Apendix A).We are now ready to onsider the general ase p > 2. We �rst note that, dueto the lassial loalization tehnique and estimate (B.2) for p = 2 (whih is nees-sary in order to estimate the subordinated terms appearing under the loalizationtehnique), it is suÆient to verify estimate (B.2) only for equation(B.3) a("2�2t u+�xu� u)� �tu = h; u��t=0 = u0; u0���! = 0and only for two hoies of the domain 
, namely, for 1) ! = Rn and 2) !+ =Rx1+ � Rn�1x2 ;��� ;xn (see e.g. [20℄ and [28℄). Moreover, we also note that the seondase of semi-spae !+ an be easily redued to the �rst one of the the whole spae! = Rn by onsidering the odd (with respet to x1) solutions of (B.3) in ! = Rn .Thus, there only remains to verify estimate (B.2) for solutions of (B.3) in ! = Rn .In the next step, we redue the problem of studying the ellipti system of equa-tions (B.3) to the analogous problem for the salar equation. In order to do so,it is onvenient to extend the lass of admissible solutions of (B.3) and onsideralso the omplex-valued solutions u(t; x) = Reu(t; x) + i Imu(t; x) 2 C k , for every(t; x) 2 
+. Then, equation (B.3) is equivalent to the following one:(B.4) "2�2t u+�xu� u� 0�tu = h; u���! = 0; u��t=0 = u0;where 0 := a�1. Moreover, without loss of generality we may assume that thematrix 0 is redued to its Jordan normal form. Then, our onditions on matriesa and  guaranties that the real parts of all eigenvalues of 0 are stritly positive:(B.5) �(0) � f� 2 C ; Re� > 0g:Thus, (B.4) is a asade system of salar ellipti equations oupled by the terms0�tu and 0 is in Jordan normal form. That is why, it is suÆient to verify estimate(B.2) only for salar omplex-valued ellipti equations of the form(B.6) "2�2t u+�xu� u� 2(�+ i�)�tu = h; u���! = 0; u��t=0 = u0;where �; � 2 R and � > 0. We start with the ase h = 0.32



Lemma B.2. Let u0 2 V p" (Rn) and let u be a solution of (B.6) with h = 0. Then,it satis�es uniform estimate (B.2).Proof. Indeed, fatorizing equation (B.6) (with h � 0), we obtain that the funtionu(t) satis�es the following pseudodi�erential equation:(B.7) �tu = �A"(1��x)u; u��t=0 = u0;where(B.8) A"(z) := ��+ i� �p(�+ i�)2 + "2z"2 � z�+ i� +p(�+ i�)2 + "2zand we take the branh of p� whih is positive on R+ . Let us study equation (B.7).Proposition B.1. The solution of (B.7) satis�es(B.9) k�tukLp(
+) + kA"(1��x)ukLp(
+) � Cku0kW 2(1�1=p);p(Rn);where C is independent of ".Proof. We �rst onsider the following nonhomogeneous analogue of equation (B.7):(B.10) �tw +A"(1��x)w = h(t); w��t=0 = 0; w���! = 0; h 2 Lp(
+)and verify that(B.11) k�twkLp(
+) � C3khkLp(
+);where C3 is independent of ". Indeed, let us extend funtions w(t) and h(t) byzero for t < 0 and apply the Fourier transform ((t; x)! � := (�; �0) 2 R � Rn) toequation (B.10). Then, we have(B.12) \(�tw)(�) = K"(�)bh(�); K"(�) := i�i�+A"(j�0j2 + 1) :Aording to the multipliators theorem (see e.g. [28℄), in order to verify estimate(B.11), it is suÆient to prove that(B.13) sup1�i1<���<ik�n+1 sup�2Rn+1 ���i1 � � � �ik�k�i1 ;��� ;�ikK"(�)�� � C <1;where C is independent of ". So, we need to verify (B.13). To this end, we notethat, due to the assumption � > 0, the following estimates hold:(B.14) �� Imp(�+ i�)2 + "2(j�0j2 + 1)�� � �1p1 + "2(1 + j�0j2) �� �2 Rep(�+ i�)2 + "2(j�0j2 + 1) � �3p1 + "2(1 + j�0j2)33



where �i > 0, i = 1; 2; 3, are independent of " (indeed, these estimates an be easilyveri�ed by diret omputations based on the fat that � > 0). Estimates (A.17),the fat that � > 0 and de�nition (A.11) immediately imply that(B.15) �01�� ImA"(j�0j2 + 1)�� � j�0j2 + 1p1 + "2(j�0j2 + 1) �� �02 ReA"(j�0j2 + 1) � �03 j�0j2 + 1p1 + "2(j�0j2 + 1)and, onsequently(B.16) �001 �j�j+ jA"(j�0j2 + 1)j� � ��i�+A"(j�0j2+1)�� � �002 �j�j+ jA"(j�0j2 + 1)j� ;where the positive onstants �0i and �00i are independent of ". Moreover, due to(B.14) and (B.15)(B.17) ���i1 � � � �ik�k�i1 ����ikA"(j�0j2 + 1)�� =Ck("2j�i1 j2) � � � ("2j�ik�1 j2)j(�+ i�)2 + "2(j�0j2 + 1)jk�1 � j�ik j2pj(�+ i�)2 + "2(j�0j2 + 1)j � C 0k��A"(j�0j2 + 1)��holds, for every 2 � i1 < � � � < ik � n + 1, where the onstants Ck and C 0k areindependent of ". There remains to note that estimates (B.16) and (B.17) imply(B.13). Thus, estimate (B.11) is veri�ed.Let us now prove estimate (B.9). To this end, we �x an extention v(t) of theinitial data u0 inside of 
+ in suh way that(B.18) k�tvkLp(
+) + kvkLp(R+;W 2;p(!)) � C1ku0kW 2(1�1=p);p(Rn);where C1 is independent of u0 (suh an extention exists due to the lassial traetheorems, see [28℄) and introdue a funtion w(t) := u(t) � v(t) whih, obviously,satis�es equation (B.10) with h(t) := �tv(t) + A"(1 � �x)v(t). Thus, thanks to(B.11) and (B.18), it is suÆient to verify that(B.19) kA"(1��x)v(t)kLp(Rn) � C2kv(t)kW 2;p(Rn);where C2 is independent of " and t. But this estimate an be easily veri�ed usingthe multipliators theorem and estimates (B.14), (B.15) and (B.19) (in the sameway as it was done in the proof of estimate (B.11)). Proposition B.1 is proven.We are now able to �nish the proof of Lemma B.2. Indeed, aording to Propo-sition B.1, every solution u(t) of (B.6) with h = 0 satis�es estimate (B.9). Inter-preting now the term 2(� + i�)�tu in equation (B.6) as the right-hand side andusing Lemma A.1, we derive that u(t) satis�es indeed estimate (B.2) with h = 0whih �nishes the proof of Lemma B.2.In partiular, Lemma B.2 implies that V p" (Rn) is a uniform trae spae for fun-tions from W 2;p" (
+) at t = 0. Indeed, the solving operator T+ : u0 ! u for (B.6)with h = 0 an be onsidered as uniform (with respet to ") extention operator forfuntions from V p" (Rn) to W 2;p" (
+) and the inverse estimate(B.20) ku(0)kV p" (Rn) � CkukW 2;p" (
+)34



is an immediate of Lemma A.1 and the standard trae theorem for the 'paraboli'spae W (1;2);p(
+).We are now ready to �nish the proof of Theorem B.1. As it was shown before,in order to do so, it is suÆient to verify estimate (B.2) for equation (B.6) in
+ := R+ � Rn . Moreover, due to Lemma B.2 and due to the fat that V p" isa uniform trae spae for funtions from W 2;p" , it is suÆient to verify that everysolution u 2W 2;p" (Rn+1) of(B.21) "2�tu+�xu� u� 2(�+ i�)�tu = h(t); t 2 R; x 2 Rnsatis�es the estimate(B.22) kukW 2;p" (R�Rn) � CkhkLp(Rn+1);where C is independent of ". Applying the Fourier transform to (B.21), we infer(B.23) bu(�; �0) = �"2�2 + j�0j2 + 1� 2(�+ i�)i���1 bh(�; �0)Applying the multipliators theorem to (B.23) (as we did in the proof of PropositionB.1), we derive estimate (B.22) whih �nishes the proof of Theorem B.1.To onlude, we formulate several standard orollaries of the proved theorem therigorous proof of whih is left to the reader.Corollary B.1. Let h 2 Lpb(
+) and let u 2 W 2;p";b (
+) be a solution of (B.1).Then, the following estimate holds for every T � 0:(B.24) kukpW 2;p" (
T ) � Cku0kpV p" (!)e��T + C Z 10 e��jT�tjkh(t)kpLp(!) dt;where positive onstants C and � are independent of ", u0, T and u.Indeed, multiplying equation (B.1) by �T;�(t) := 1= osh(�(T � t)), where � > 0is a suÆiently small number, and applying Theorem B.1 to the funtion wT;�(t) :=�T;�(t)u(t), we obtain (B.24) after the standard estimations.The next orollary gives the standard interior (with respet to t) estimate forsolutions of (B.1).Corollary B.2. Let h 2 Lpb(
+) and let u 2 W 2;p";b (
+) be a solution of (B.1).Then, the following estimate holds for every T � 0:(B.25) kukW 2;p" (
T ) �� C(khkLp(
T�1=2;T+3=2) + kukL2(
T�1=2;T+3=2) + �(1� 2T )ku0kV p" (!));where 
T1;T2 := [maxfT1; 0g; T2℄�!, �(z) is the Heaviside funtion and the onstantC is independent of ", T and u.Indeed, the prove of (B.25) is based on multipliation of equation (B.1) by thespeial ut-o� funtion  T (t) whih vanishes for t =2 [T � 1=2; T + 3=2℄ and equalsone for t 2 [T; T + 1℄ and on appliation of Theorem B.1 to the funtion uT (t) := T (t)u(t) and an be derived in a standard way.35
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